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INTRODUCTION
─

• There is lack of consensus about the optimal definition of pneumonia acquired in the 

intensive care unit (ICU)[1].

• PROSPECT (Probiotics: Prevention of Severe Pneumonia and Endotracheal Colonization 

Trial) was a large randomized blinded trial of invasively mechanically ventilated patients 

≥18 years old, evaluating the efficacy of the probiotic Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG versus 

placebo on incidence of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) and other clinically 

important outcomes[2]

• This large database of 2,650 critically ill patients affords a unique opportunity to compare 

different pneumonia definitions, examining how the diagnostic criteria influence the 

incidence and impact of pneumonia, given no current universal accepted definition. 



OBJECTIVES
─

• To document the rates of pneumonia in a cohort of invasively 

ventilated adults according to timing (early VAP, late VAP and 

post-extubation pneumonia) and according to several different 

pneumonia definitions, reporting the attributable hospital mortality 

for each definition. 



METHOD
─
Design: Nested pre-planned multicenter cohort study

Definitions: Clinically suspected pneumonia recorded by 

Research Coordinators and adjudicated in duplicate, by 

independent adjuicators, blinded to allocation and center. 

- We used the PROSPECT primary outcome of VAP and 

6 additional pneumonia definitions [Table 1]. 

The PROSPECT primary outcome of VAP was classified as:

- Early VAP (3-5 days after starting mechanical ventilation), 

- Late VAP (≥ 6 days of ventilation, up to 2 days after 

ventilation discontinuation), 

- Post-extubation pneumonia (arising ≥ 3 days after 

ventilation discontinuation).

Analysis: Using Cox proportional hazards analysis, 

adjusting for baseline APACHE II score, we estimated the 

risk of hospital mortality associated with each definition. 

Definition

PROSPECT Primary 
Outcome [1]

VAP informed by: IMV for >2 days, a new/progressive/persistent radiographic 
infiltrate on CXR plus any 2 of: 1) fever (>38 °C) or hypothermia (<36 °C); 2) 
leukopenia (<3.0 x 106/L) or leukocytosis (>10 x 106/L) and 3) purulent sputum. 

Clinical Pulmonary 
Infection Score (CPIS) 
>6 [3]

CPIS grades 6 domains (0, 1, 2); any score ≥6 correlates with pneumonia including 
1) temp.; 2) WBC count and bands; 3) tracheal secretions (rare, moderate/large or 
mucopurulent); 4) gram stain and culture; 5) PaO2/ inspiratory fraction of oxygen 
(PaO2/FiO2) and 6) CXR.

American College of 
Chest Physicians [4, 5]

VAP defined as 2 of the following: 1) temp. >38°C or <36°C; 2) leukocytosis, 3) 
purulent secretions, 4) decreased PaO2. If 2 or more criteria present are present, 
CXR review for abnormality.

Calandra Definition 
[6] 

Microbiologically confirmed pneumonia: New or progressive CXR infiltrate, along 
with a high clinical suspicion of pneumonia plus a definite cause established by a) 
a pathogen in an uncontaminated specimen; b) the recovery from respiratory 
secretions of a likely pathogen; c) recovery of a likely/possible respiratory 
pathogen in high concentrations using quantitative cultures of a lower respiratory 
tract sample; or d) positive serology. 

Probable pneumonia: New or progressive radiographic infiltrate along with a high 
clinical suspicion of pneumonia plus a) detection of a likely pathogen in respiratory 
secretions but in concentrations below the diagnostic threshold, or b) the 
presence of a negative lower respiratory tract culture if collected within 72 hrs 
after starting a new antibiotic regimen.

Reducing Oxidative 
Stress Study (REDOXS) 
[7]

Requires clinical suspicion of pneumonia, defined as new, progressive or persistent 
CXR infiltrates and signs and/or symptoms of and the following classification:

Definite pneumonia: radiographic finding of abscess and positive needle aspirate 
or histologic proof by open lung biopsy or at post mortem.

Probable pneumonia: positive culture of pathogen known to cause pneumonia.
Center for Disease 
Control [8]

Pneumonia: Two or more serial CXR with 1) ≥1 of the following: New or 
progressive or persistent infiltrate; consolidation; or cavitation and 2) ≥1 of the 
following: Fever; leukopenia or leukocytosis [and for adults >70 years old, altered 
mental status with no other recognized cause] and 3) at least 2 of the following: 
New onset of purulent sputum or change in character of sputum ; new onset or 
worsening cough, or dyspnea, or tachypnea; rales or bronchial breath sounds; 
worsening gas exchange /increased oxygen needs/increased ventilator demand. 

Pneumonia confirmed 
by invasive testing

Pneumonia confirmed by invasive quantitative testing (e.g. bronchoalveolar lavage 
or protected specimen brush catheter)

Table 1: PROSPECT primary outcome and alternative pneumonia definitions 



RESULTS
─

Definition Pneumonia
Rate n(%)

n=2650

Mortality
%

Adjusted Hazard 
Ratio

(95% CI)

PROSPECT Primary 
Outcome

573 (21.60) 31.4 1.31 (1.08, 1.60)

CPIS ≥6 660 (24.90) 31.4 1.30 (1.08, 1.58)

ACCP 663 (25.01) 31.1 1.22 (1.00, 1.5)

Calandra (micro 
confirmed and 
probable)

647 (24.41) 32 1.32 (1.09, 1.60)

REDOXS (definite and 
probable)

466 (17.58) 32.8 1.30 (1.06, 1.61)

CDC 207 (7.81) 30.4 1.01 (0.75, 1.35)
Pneumonia confirmed 
by invasive 
quantitative testing

51 (1.92) 35.3 1.55 (0.90, 2.67)

Table 2: Pneumonia rates and risk of hospital mortalityFigure 1: Pneumonia rates and timing as 

adjudicated in PROSPECT

Figure 2: Pneumonia rates according to 

alternative definitions
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CONCLUSION
─

• In critically ill, mechanically ventilated patients, differing definitions of pneumonia are associated with 

different incidence rates; however, mortality with all definitions was relatively consistent. 

• In terms of practice and quality improvement, variable definitions can influence clinician propensity to 

treat, antibiotic stewardship metrics, and quality indicators. 

• These different definitions may also help to explain heterogeneous research findings and inform study 

sample size calculations using pneumonia as a primary or secondary endpoint. 

• The primary outcome of VAP as adjudicated in PROSPECT is associated with an increased risk of death. 

• Pneumonia definitions requiring microbiologically positive invasive testing likely underestimates the true 

burden of illness.

Limitations
• No reference standard; we analyzed the incidence and impact of 

each given no universal reference standard.  

• We did not collect data to allow evaluation of ventilator-associated 

events or ventilator-associated complications as these are 

surveillance metrics which do not reliably predict VAP 

• May not be generalizable to short stay ICU patient

Strengths
• Pre-planned nested study within a trial dataset

• Protocolized data collection allowing classification and adjudication 

using several definitions 

• Formal calibration exercise documenting excellent agreement 

preceded, duplicate adjudication of suspected pneumonia cases

• Blinded to allocation and center

• Inclusion of 44 centers in 3 countries enhances the generalizability
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